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Abstract—Traumatic brain injury (TBI) can be caused by
accidents and often leads to permanent health issues or even
death. Brain injury criteria are used for assessing the
probability of TBI, if a certain mechanical load is applied.
The currently used injury criteria in the automotive industry
are based on global head kinematics. New methods, based on
ﬁnite element modeling, use brain injury criteria at lower
scale levels, e.g., tissue-based injury criteria. However, most
current computational head models lack the anatomical
details of the cerebrum. To investigate the inﬂuence of the
morphologic heterogeneities of the cerebral cortex, a numer-
ical model of a representative part of the cerebral cortex with
a detailed geometry has been developed. Several different
geometries containing gyri and sulci have been developed for
this model. Also, a homogeneous geometry has been made to
analyze the relative importance of the heterogeneities. The
loading conditions are based on a computational head model
simulation. The results of this model indicate that the
heterogeneities have an inﬂuence on the equivalent stress.
The maximum equivalent stress in the heterogeneous models
is increased by a factor of about 1.3–1.9 with respect to the
homogeneous model, whereas the mean equivalent stress is
increased by at most 10%. This implies that tissue-based
injury criteria may not be accurately applied to most
computational head models used nowadays, which do not
account for sulci and gyri.
Keywords—Traumatic brain injury, Brain tissue, Cerebrum,
Cerebral cortex, Inhomogeneities, Finite element model.
INTRODUCTION
The brain is often one of the most seriously injured
parts of the human body in case of a road traﬃc crash
situation.
1,21,41 The incidence rate and mortality rate in
Europe are estimated to be 235 and 15.4 per 100,000 of
the population per year, respectively.
41 Traumatic
brain injury (TBI) is therefore considered as a wide-
spread problem. Understanding the mechanisms
inducing TBI is necessary for reducing the number of
occurrences, e.g., by developing more appropriate
protective systems and diagnostic tools.
Brain injury criteria are used for the assessment of
the probability of TBI for certain mechanical loading
conditions. The most commonly used injury criterion
in the automotive industry is the Head Injury Criterion
(HIC).
16,43 It is developed to predict TBI resulting
from a translational acceleration of the head. One of
the drawbacks of the HIC is that it is based on global
kinematic data to predict TBI, whereas actual brain
damage is caused at the cellular level as a consequence
of tissue strains and stresses.
35 Furthermore, it is based
on experimental data, in which only anterior–posterior
contact loading has been applied to human cadavers,
not accounting for angular accelerations of the head.
For a better approximation of the relation between
TBI and a mechanical load, more advanced methods
have been developed. For instance, three-dimensional
ﬁnite element (FE) head models have been developed
to predict brain injury.
2,6,7,9,17,22,38,42,45,47 With these
numerical head models, different injury mechanisms
and loading conditions can be distinguished. However,
in these models, the heterogeneous anatomy of the
cerebrum is usually represented by a relatively homo-
geneous geometry. A comparison between the homo-
geneous geometry of a typical ﬁnite element head
model and the complex structure of a real brain is gi-
ven in Fig. 1. The main function of the heterogeneous
morphology is to increase the cortical surface in order
to obtain a more complex level of the brain func-
tions.
34 The most recent numerical head models in-
clude ventricles and the invaginations of the dura
mater, but none include the convolutions of the cere-
bral cortex. Consequently, the stresses and strains that
are predicted from these models likely do not represent
actual tissue stresses and strains, at least in the cortex.
Therefore, although tissue-based injury criteria may be
used, their accuracy is expected to be limited. This
might prohibit the direct use of tissue-based injury
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1203criteria. Such criteria predict injury at the tissue level
and are based on in vitro and in vivo experi-
ments.
3,4,10,11,13,31,32 For a direct application of tissue-
based injury criteria in a computational head model, a
more detailed description of the biomechanical
behavior of the cerebrum may be required, which can
be achieved by including its morphologic heterogene-
ities in these models. A few two-dimensional FE
models of the brain containing the convolutions of the
cerebral cortex have been described in literature. Miller
et al.
30 compared different modeling techniques for the
relative motion between the brain and the cranium.
Nishimoto and Murakami
33 developed a model to
investigate the relation between brain injury and the
HIC. However, these models have not been developed
with the purpose of investigating the local biome-
chanics at the level of these convolutions. No conclu-
sions have been drawn from these studies on the
biomechanical inﬂuence of the heterogeneities of the
cerebral cortex, due to the limited spatial resolution of
the mesh.
Physical experiments have been conducted in several
studies to investigate the biomechanical consequences
of the heterogeneities of the cerebrum.
14 In a study by
Bradshaw et al.,
5 a gel-ﬁlled chamber that represented
the brain and skull in a coronal plane including the falx
cerebri and the sulci of the cerebral cortex was sub-
jected to a rotation with a peak acceleration of
approximately 7800 rad s
-2. An increase of the maxi-
mum principle strain in the cerebral cortex due to the
sulci was found.
The aim of this study is to investigate the biome-
chanical inﬂuences of the morphologic heterogeneities
in the cerebral cortex. To achieve this, several two-
dimensional FE models with detailed geometries of a
part of the cerebral cortex have been developed. Also,
an FE model with a homogeneous morphology of the
cortex has been made. The loading conditions are
based on simulations with a computational head model
as used by Brands et al.
6 The results of the simulations
of the heterogeneous models will be compared to those
of the homogeneous model.
METHODS
In this study, plane strain models of small sections
of the cerebrum are made using the FE code Abaqus
6.6-1 (HKS, Providence, USA). An explicit time inte-
gration is used, anticipating a dynamic load with a
high magnitude and a short duration. The time incre-
ments are limited by the stability condition, which is
determined in the global estimator function in Abaqus.
Geometries
To investigate the inﬂuence of the heterogeneities of
the cerebral cortex, a homogeneous model and three
heterogeneous models have been developed. The heter-
ogeneous models, which are shown in Figs. 2a, 2c, and
2d have detailed geometries of a small part of the cere-
brum, including also a part of the cerebrospinal ﬂuid
FIGURE 1. (a) Numerical head model developed by Claessens.
6,7 (b) Lateral view of the human brain. Adapted from Welker
et al.
44
CLOOTS et al. 1204(CSF). The cranium is modeled by a boundary con-
straint, as will be detailed further on. Since the dura
mater and the arachnoid are connected to the inside
of the cranium in the region that is modeled,
29,34 it is
assumed that they can be ignored for this situation. The
pia mater, which is a thin and delicate membrane
covering the brain,
29,34 is also not included, since it is
expected to have no mechanical inﬂuence for the used
loading conditions.The same assumptionisusedforthe
arachnoid trabeculae, which extend from the arachnoid
to the pia mater and are less existent inside the sulci.
34
The ﬁrst geometry has one narrow sulcus on the
right hand side and a small part of a sulcus on the left
hand side. The second geometry contains two deeper
and wider sulci than the other two geometries. The
third geometry consists of one vertical sulcus and one
partly horizontal sulcus, where horizontal and vertical
refer to the x- and y-direction, respectively. These
geometries, which represent typical stylized shapes of
the cerebral cortex, are based on the topological
studies by Mai et al.
27 The left and right boundaries of
the models are chosen to be periodic, i.e., the internal
geometries near the opposite boundaries match. The
periodicity of the boundary conditions will be ex-
plained further on. The models do not distinguish be-
tween gray (cerebral cortex) and white matter. In
Fig. 2e, the homogeneous model is shown. Similar to
the heterogeneous models, it also consists of CSF and
brain tissue, but it does not contain any gyri and sulci.
The outer dimensions of each model are 32 mm by
24 mm. The meshes consist of bi-linear, quadrilateral,
reduced integration elements with hourglass control.
The heterogeneous models also contain a small num-
ber of triangular elements. The total number of ele-
ments of the heterogeneous models ranges from 4243
to 4533 elements. The homogeneous geometry consists
of 3072 elements.
Material Properties
For the material properties of the CSF, a nearly
incompressible, low shear modulus elastic solid has
been assumed, since the shear stress in the brain tissue
due to the applied loading conditions is estimated to be
about a factor 10
4 higher than that in the CSF. The
material properties are listed in Table 1. The shear
modulus of CSF is estimated from the loading condi-
tions that are described further on by using G ¼ g_ c=c;
in which G is the elastic shear modulus, g is the vis-
cosity, c is the estimated shear strain, and _ c is the
estimated shear rate. Because two different loading
conditions have been used, also two different estimates
for the CSF shear modulus have been used. However,
with these shear moduli being much lower than that of
the brain tissue, the exact values of these estimates do
not affect the outcome of this study. The bulk modulus
is obtained from literature.
2,47
The material properties of the brain tissue are
described by a non-linear viscoelastic constitutive
model that has been developed by Hrapko et al.
19 This
model was found to accurately describe the response of
brain tissue for large deformations in both shear and
compression. This model is extended here to account
for compressibility.
(a) (b)
(c) (e) (d)
CSF
Brain tissue
y
x
FIGURE 2. (a) Heterogeneous geometry 1 and (b) its spatial discretization. (c) Heterogeneous geometry 2. (d) Heterogeneous
geometry 3. (e) Homogeneous geometry.
Biomechanics of the Cerebral Cortex 1205The constitutive model consists of an elastic part, de-
noted by the subscript ‘e’, and a (deviatoric) viscoelastic
part, denoted by the subscript ‘ve’, with N viscoelastic
modes. The total Cauchy stress tensor r is written as
r ¼ rh
e þ rd
e þ
X N
i¼1
rd
vei ð1Þ
in which the superscripts ‘h’ and ‘d’ denote the
hydrostatic and the deviatoric part, respectively. For
simplicity, the subscript i indicating the number of the
viscoelastic mode will be omitted from this point on.
The hydrostatic part of Eq. (1) is deﬁned as
rh
e ¼ KðJ   1ÞI ð2Þ
where K is the bulk modulus and J ¼ detðFÞ is the
volume change ratio.
The deviatoric elastic mode describes a non-linear
response to the deformation gradient tensor F, which is
given by
rd
e ¼
G1
J
ð1   AÞexp  C
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b~ I1 þð 1   bÞ~ I2   3
q   
þ A
  
b~ Bd  ð 1   bÞð~ B 1Þ
d
hi
ð3Þ
where G¥ is the elastic shear modulus, ~ B ¼ J 2
3B is the
isochoric part of the Finger tensor B,a n d~ I1 and ~ I2 are
the ﬁrst and second invariant of the isochoric Finger
tensor ~ B; respectively. A, C, and b are ﬁtting parame-
ters describing the non-linearity of the elastic response.
The third term on the right hand side of Eq. (1)
consists of the summation of the viscoelastic modes.
The deformation gradient tensor F is partitioned into
an elastic deformation gradient tensor Fe and a viscous
deformation gradient tensor Fv by assuming multipli-
cative decomposition
25,36:
F ¼ Fe   Fv ð4Þ
The decomposition involves a ﬁctitious intermediate
state, which could exist after application of merely the
viscousdeformationgradienttensorFv:Thisisthestress-
free state, which after application of the elastic defor-
mation tensor Fe transforms into the ﬁnal state. The
third term on the right hand side of Eq. (1) describes the
viscoelastic contribution to the stress as follows:
rd
ve ¼
G
J
a~ Bd
e  ð 1   aÞð~ B 1
e Þ
d
hi
ð5Þ
with G the shear modulus, ~ Be ¼ J 2
3Be the isochoric
part of the elastic Finger tensor Be; and a a ﬁtting
parameter.
The viscous deformation Fv is assumed to be vol-
ume-invariant, i.e., detðFvÞ¼1 and Je ¼ detðFeÞ¼J:
The viscous rate of deformation tensor is calculated
from the ﬂow rule as
Dv ¼
rd
ve
2gðsÞ
ð6Þ
where the dynamic viscosity g is a function of the
scalar equivalent stress measure s ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
2rd : rd
q
; for
which the Ellis model is adopted:
gðsÞ¼g1 þ
g0   g1
1 þ s
s0
   ðn 1Þ ð7Þ
with subscripts 0 and ¥ denoting the initial and inﬁnite
values, respectively. The initial value for the viscosity is
deﬁned as g0 = Gk, whereas the inﬁnite viscosity is
deﬁned as g¥ = kg0. Here, k refers to the time constant.
Although diﬀerences between the material proper-
ties of the gray and white matter may exist, these dif-
ferences are not well characterized. Therefore, no
distinction between gray and white matter has been
made in this study, except for the investigation of the
inﬂuence of varying the material properties of gray
matter with respect to those of white matter (see the
Discussion and Conclusions). For simulating a head
impact situation representative of road traﬃc acci-
dents, an extra viscoelastic mode with a smaller time
constant has been added to the behavior as charac-
terized by Hrapko et al.
19 The extra mode
18 is based
on the experimental data from Hrapko and co-workers
in combination with the data by Shen et al.
39 The
linear material properties are listed in Table 1. The
values of the non-linear viscoelastic parameters are
shown in Table 2.
TABLE 1. Linear material parameters.
Bulk modulus
(GPa)
Shear modulus
(Pa)
Time
constant (s)
CSF 2.2 0.036
a ¥
0.12
b ¥
Brain tissue 2.5 182.9 ¥
9884 0.00013
835.5 0.012
231.2 0.35
67.1 4.62
3.61 12.1
2.79 54.3
aShear modulus in case of loading condition A.
bShear modulus in case of loading condition B.
TABLE 2. Non-linear material parameters for brain tissue.
Elastic Viscous
A = 0.73 s0 = 9.7 Pa
C = 15.6 n = 1.65
a =1 k = 0.39
b =1
CLOOTS et al. 1206Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions have been chosen such that
they represent the biomechanical inﬂuences of the sur-
roundings on the cerebral cortex model. Figure 3 shows
thelabelingofthecornernodesandtheboundaries.The
symbols x and y denote the components of position
vector ~ x with respect to a Cartesian vector basis ð~ ex;~ eyÞ;
whereas uandv are the components of the displacement
vector ~ u with respect to this basis.
The Young’s modulus of the cranium is much
higher than that of brain tissue.
19,46 Still, in a contact
loading situation of the head the deformation of the
skull is important, because it initiates strain waves in
the brain tissue. In this study, however, only inertial
loading of the head is considered and therefore the
cranium is assumed to be rigid. The cranium is incor-
porated in the boundary condition at C3. Because of
the low shear modulus of the CSF, the inﬂuence of the
rigid constraint associated with the cranium at
boundary C3 in the x-direction can be neglected. Pro-
vided no rotation of the model occurs, the constraint
equation for all nodes on boundary C3 is
vjC3 ¼ vs ð8Þ
with vs the vertical displacement of the skull.
The boundaries C2 and C4 are subjected to periodic
boundary conditions
23:
~ ujC2  ~ ujC4 ¼ ~ ujC2  ~ ujC1 ð9Þ
These constraints imply that throughout the defor-
mation process the shapes of the opposite boundaries,
C2 and C4, remain identical to each other, while the
tractions on opposite boundaries are opposite to sat-
isfy stress continuity, which can be written as
r  ~ n2 ¼  r  ~ n4 ð10Þ
with r the Cauchy stress tensor and~ ni the unit outward
normal vector of boundary Ci.
The lower boundary, C1, of the brain tissue in the
model lies adjacent to brain tissue in neighboring
regions. Therefore, boundary C1 has to be constrained
accordingly. The applied constraint on C1 is obtained
by tying all nodal displacements on C1 to a linear
interpolation between the displacements of corner
nodes C1 and C2. For any node on boundary C1, this
results in
~ ujC1 ¼ ~ ujC1 þ
jj~ x0jC1   ~ x0jC1jj
jj~ x0jC2   ~ x0jC1jj
~ ujC2  ~ ujC1
  
ð11Þ
with the subscript 0 denoting the initial conﬁguration.
The displacements of corner nodes C1 and C2 are
prescribed and calculated from the applied loading
conditions.
The loading conditions of the cerebral cortex model
(micro-level in Fig. 4) are based on the loading con-
ditions that have been used by Brands et al.
6 for a
three-dimensional numerical head model (macro-level
in Fig. 4). In that model, an eccentric rotation has been
applied to the skull to simulate an angular head
acceleration around the neck-shoulder joint in the
Γ1
Γ2
Γ3
Γ4
C1 C2
x
y
FIGURE 3. Labeling of corner nodes and boundaries.
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FIGURE 4. The loading conditions of the cerebral cortex model (micro-level) are derived from the region of interest in a para-
sagittal cross-section (15 mm offset from the midsagittal plane) of the head model (macro-level). Shown at the macro-level is the
equivalent stress ﬁeld of the head model at 10 ms.
Biomechanics of the Cerebral Cortex 1207sagittal plane in the anterior–posterior direction. The
eccentricity has been chosen to represent a typical neck
length. The axis of rotation has been positioned at
155 mm below the anatomical origin, i.e., the ear hole
projected to the sagittal plane. The rotation of the head
model consists of two successive sine functions that
describe the angular acceleration:
0s<t   0:010s : _ xðtÞ¼250psin ð100ptÞð 12Þ
0:010s<t   0:030s : _ xðtÞ¼  125psin ð50pðt   0:010ÞÞ
ð13Þ
In Eqs. (12) and (13), the angular acceleration _ x is
given in rad s
-2.
The loading conditions are applied to the cerebral
cortex model by means of body forces. In all integra-
tion points of the elements in the model, a non-uniform
body force is imposed that reversely simulates the
inertial forces:
~ qð~ x;tÞ¼qð~ xÞ€ uðy;tÞ~ ex ð14Þ
in which ~ q represents the distributed load per unit of
volume, q is mass density, t is time, and € u refers to the
acceleration in the x-direction that is represented by
these body forces. Note that for the head model the
loading conditions contain an angular component,
whereas the cerebral cortex model uses translational
loading conditions. Because only a small part of the
head is modeled and because of the small rotation of
the head model with a maximum of 4 , the loading of
the cerebral cortex model is assumed to be transla-
tional in x-direction only.
The loading conditions of the cerebral cortex model,
i.e., the representative accelerations € uðy;tÞ; are calcu-
lated from the head model (from the region indicated
in Fig. 4) in two different approaches:
A. In the ﬁrst approach, the input accelerations of the
head model are used to deﬁne the loading condition
of the cerebral cortex model. This approach will be
referred to as loading condition A.
The translational acceleration € u can be calcu-
lated using
€ uðy;tÞ¼ _ xðtÞ rðyÞð 15Þ
with _ x the angular acceleration, which is deﬁned by
Eqs. (12) and (13), and r the radius from the axis of
rotation (neck-shoulder) in the head model to a
point in the region of interest. The radius r is a
function of the y-position in the cerebral cortex
model. It varies between r(0) = 0.251 m at
boundary C1 to r(0.024) = 0.275 m at C3. The
accelerations € u at C1 and C3 are depicted in Fig. 5a.
All other accelerations are interpolated linearly
between these two boundaries, thereby creating a
gradient across the height of the model. The
acceleration gradient is important for the resulting
shear stresses. Figure 5b shows the acceleration
proﬁle of the cerebral cortex model. The accelera-
tions are used to calculate the body forces as a
function of both time and y-position.
The disadvantage of this loading condition is that
aspatiallyconstantacceleration gradientisassumed
andthereforeitdoesnotaccountforthe inﬂuence of
the geometry of the cranium. To account for the
geometryofthehead,anotherloadingconditionhas
been developed that is described next.
B. The second approach, loading condition B, uses
output accelerations from a global head model
simulation as the input of the cerebral cortex model.
For this, a modiﬁed version of the head model, as
used by Brands et al.,
6 has been employed in the
simulation code Madymo, in which the constitutive
model for brain tissue by Hrapko et al.
19 has been
implemented. The accelerations obtained from the
region inside the box in Fig. 4 from the head model
are imposed on the cerebral cortex model. Hence,
the inﬂuence of the geometry of the head is modeled
indirectly by means of an acceleration proﬁle that is
obtained from the head model.
The displacements of the brain tissue in the head
model in the ﬁeld of interest are almost entirely in
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FIGURE 5. Loading condition A. (a) Acceleration at the upper and lower boundary of the cerebral cortex model. (b) Acceleration
proﬁles at different times.
CLOOTS et al. 1208the x-direction justifying the assumption of inertial
loading (of the cerebral cortex model) in the
x-direction only. In Fig. 6, the acceleration proﬁles
as a function of the y-position are shown at 5, 10,
and 20 ms. Similar to loading condition A, the
accelerations are used to calculate the body forces
as a function of both time and y-position.
In order to quantify the inﬂuence of the morphologic
heterogeneities, the equivalent stress   r ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3
2rd : rd
q
is
used, in which rd is the deviatoric part of the Cauchy
stress tensor r: The equivalent stress is chosen, because
the simulations are based on an angular acceleration of
the head, in which deviatoric stresses are considered to
be the most important.
30 The maximum principal strain
is considered important as well with respect to diffuse
axonal brain injury.
3,30 Therefore, also the maximum
principal logarithmic strain is used to quantify the
inﬂuence of the morphologic heterogeneities.
RESULTS
Figure 7 depicts the development in time of the
equivalent stress ﬁelds for the homogeneous model
(top row) and the heterogeneous models from the
simulation with loading condition A. Stress concen-
trations are present in the heterogeneous models at the
surface of the brain tissue between two gyri at 5, 10,
and 20 ms. Near boundary C1, all heterogeneous
models have lower equivalent stresses compared to the
homogeneous model at 20 ms.
In order to obtain a good comparison of the results
for all geometries during the complete simulation time,
the maximum and mean equivalent stress from the
simulations with loading condition A are shown in
Fig. 8 as a function of time. It shows the stresses in the
brain tissue only. It can be noticed that the heteroge-
neous models have a higher maximum equivalent stress
than the homogeneous model. Among the heteroge-
neous conﬁgurations, geometry 1 causes a noticeably
lower maximum equivalent stress of 112 Pa compared
to geometries 2 and 3, with a maximum equivalent
stress of approximately 156 Pa. The large maximum
equivalent stress in heterogeneous geometry 2 lasts
longer than the stresses of the other geometries. The
maximum equivalent stress of the homogeneous model
reaches a value of 80 Pa. The mean equivalent stresses
are nearly the same for all geometries.
To investigate the inﬂuence of the heterogeneities,
the equivalent stress of the cerebral cortex in the het-
erogeneous models is taken relative to that of the
homogeneous model. For the maximum equivalent
stress, this will be done by taking the maximum values,
whereas for the mean equivalent stress, this will be
done by taking the time averaged values. The maxi-
mum equivalent stress of the heterogeneous models 1,
2, and 3 is 1.31, 1.84, and 1.83 times higher than the
homogeneous model, respectively. The mean equiva-
lent stress of the heterogeneous models 1, 2, and 3 with
respect to the homogeneous model is 1.09, 1.08, and
1.10, respectively.
The equivalent stress ﬁelds obtained with loading
condition B are displayed in Fig. 9. During the
beginning of the simulation, the equivalent stress ﬁelds
in the brain tissue are comparable for all models. When
the ﬁeld of higher equivalent stress moves downwards,
the heterogeneities result in local peak stress concen-
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FIGURE 6. Loading condition B: displacement (top) and acceleration (bottom) proﬁles derived from the output of the head model.
Biomechanics of the Cerebral Cortex 1209trations, which can be seen at 10 ms for geometries 1
and 3. Later on, at 20 ms, the heterogeneous geome-
tries 1 and 3 have less inﬂuence on the equivalent stress
ﬁelds. The differences of geometry 2 with respect to
geometries 1 and 3 are a consequence of the deeper
sulci in geometry 2.
The maximum and mean equivalent stress of the
cerebral cortex as a function of time obtained with
loading condition B is shown in Fig. 10. The maximum
equivalent stress is higher for the heterogeneous
models than for the homogeneous models, but not for
the complete duration of the simulation. After about
10–15 ms, the maximum equivalent stress of the het-
erogeneous models drops to approximately the same
magnitude as the one obtained for the homogeneous
model. For the heterogeneous models, the maximum
equivalent stress reaches values of approximately
470, 565, and 624 Pa for geometries 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. The homogeneous model has a maximum
equivalent stress reaching 325 Pa. Also, the moment in
5m s 10 ms 20 ms
¯ σ (Pa)
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FIGURE 7. The equivalent stress ﬁelds as a result of loading condition A.
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FIGURE 8. Maximum and mean equivalent stress for the
heterogeneous and homogeneous models as a result of
loading condition A.
CLOOTS et al. 1210time at which the maximum occurs differs from one
geometry to the other. The mean equivalent stress
values of all the geometries are similar.
To quantify the inﬂuence of the heterogeneities, the
equivalentstressofthebraintissueoftheheterogeneous
models is taken relative to the homogeneous model in
the same manner as described previously for loading
condition A. The maximum equivalent stress of the
heterogeneous models 1, 2, and 3 has increased by 1.44,
1.74, and 1.92 with respect the homogeneous model,
respectively. The mean equivalent stress of the hetero-
geneous models 1, 2, and 3 is 0.97, 0.99, and again 0.99
relative to the homogeneous model, respectively.
The distribution of maximum principal strains for
loading condition B at 10 ms is shown in Fig. 11. One
can notice that a concentration of maximum principal
strains at 10 ms occurs in the same location as the
equivalent stress concentration at 10 ms (Fig. 9), both
in case of loading condition B. The same method for
the quantiﬁcation of the inﬂuence of the heterogene-
ities is used, but with the maximum principal strain
5m s 10 ms 20 ms
¯ σ (Pa)
Homogeneous model
Heterogeneous geometry 1
Heterogeneous geometry 2
Heterogeneous geometry 3
400
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240
200
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120
80
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0
FIGURE 9. The equivalent stress ﬁelds as a result of loading condition B.
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FIGURE 10. Maximum and mean equivalent stress for the
heterogeneous and homogeneous models as a result of
loading condition B.
Biomechanics of the Cerebral Cortex 1211instead of the equivalent stress. For the simulations
with loading condition A, the peak maximum principal
strain in the brain tissue of the heterogeneous models
1, 2, and 3 has increased with respect to the homoge-
neous model by 1.22, 1.92, and 1.80, respectively. If
loading condition B is used, the increases are 1.43,
1.84, and 1.90, respectively.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the inﬂuences of the heterogeneities in
the cerebral cortex were investigated. This was done
with FE models of several diﬀerent geometries from
small detailed parts of the cortex. In a preliminary
study, the boundary constraints were tested. The
loading conditions were derived from a numerical head
model.
In order to determine which constraints on the
boundaries would represent the surroundings best, a
preliminary study was conducted in which several
diﬀerent constraints were applied to boundaries C1 and
C3. The different conditions on boundary C3, i.e., rigid
constraint or slip-condition in the x-direction, did not
contribute to differences in the results of the brain
tissue. This was probably caused by the low shear
modulus of the CSF. For boundary C1, several dif-
ferent boundary conditions were tested and compared
to the results of models with the same width, but with
twice the height of the models in this study. By com-
paring the ‘normal’ and the ‘high’ models, the
boundary condition at boundary C1 that represented
adjacent brain tissue could be determined. The peri-
odic boundary condition that was applied to bound-
aries C2 and C4, was used because of the assumed
periodicity in the cerebral cortex.
Since the loading conditions were dynamic they
could not be applied to the model by directly imposing
a deformation, which would induce boundary eﬀects.
For this reason, an indirect deformation was imposed
by means of body forces. This approach worked well
for the ﬁrst 20 ms of the simulation, which had a total
duration of 30 ms. After 20 ms the deformations of the
brain tissue diﬀered from the deformations derived
from the head model that were indirectly applied to the
model (Figs. 6 and 9). Therefore, only the ﬁrst 20 ms
of the simulation are considered to be realistic.
Loading condition A was derived from the acceler-
ation pulse that has been applied to a head model.
6,12
The equivalent stress ﬁelds of the homogeneous models
caused by loading condition A (Fig. 7) showed no
similarities to the equivalent stress ﬁeld of the head
model (Fig. 4). Provided that the equivalent stress ﬁeld
of the head model is realistic, loading condition A can
be considered unrealistic. Loading condition B was
obtained from the resulting accelerations in the region
of interest of the head model. The equivalent stress
ﬁelds of the homogeneous models from simulations
with loading condition B (Fig. 9) were approximately
similar to the stress ﬁelds in the corresponding region
of the head model (Fig. 4) during the ﬁrst 20 ms.
Nevertheless, differences in the equivalent stress ﬁelds
existed at the surface of the cortex. This is due to the
CSF layer in the cerebral cortex model being described
elastically with a low shear modulus, as opposed to the
head model, which contains a relatively stiff CSF/dura
layer. In spite of all these obvious differences, by
comparing these two loading conditions, it was shown
that the different loading conditions have hardly any
effect on the relative mean and maximum equivalent
stress and the relative peak maximum principal loga-
rithmic strain. Hence, the mechanical inﬂuences of the
heterogeneities of the cerebral cortex seem to be inde-
pendent of the loading conditions.
The constitutive model for brain tissue was based on
experiments on porcine white matter.
19 This was used
as a substitute for human brain tissue, as it was readily
available and it allowed to conduct experiments with a
shorter post-mortem time.
12,26 Experiments conducted
by Prange et al.
37 on fresh human brain tissue indi-
cated that its mechanical properties are approximately
30% stiffer than those of fresh porcine brain tissue.
Although the constitutive model for brain tissue in the
cerebral cortex model was not based on human brain
tissue, the geometries of the models were based on the
human cerebrum. This assumption is expected to have
more effect on the absolute equivalent stress than on
the relative equivalent stress, which is dominated by
the heterogeneities of the model. Furthermore, no
distinction between the mechanical properties of white
and gray matter was made, so that the material
properties of the cerebral cortex, which consists of gray
matter, were based on experiments on white matter, as
max (-)
0.000
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0.105
0.120
0.135
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0.997
FIGURE 11. The maximum principal logarithmic strain ﬁeld
as a result of loading condition B at 10 ms.
CLOOTS et al. 1212well. In their results, Prange et al.
37 found differences
between the material properties of the corpus callo-
sum, i.e., the white matter that connects the two
cerebral hemispheres, and the cerebral cortex, but not
between the corona radiata, i.e., the white matter that
lies inferior to the cerebral cortex, and the cerebral
cortex. Nevertheless, in several other studies of head
and brain models, different material properties were
used for gray and white matter based on the assump-
tion that white matter was more ﬁbrous than gray
matter.
2,28,30,47 Therefore, simulations of the cerebral
cortex model with shear moduli for gray matter rang-
ing from 75% to 125% with respect to the shear
moduli white matter were conducted as well. The
results of these simulations indicated that the material
properties had an effect on the magnitude of the
equivalent stress, but not on the regions in which the
peak equivalent stress was observed. The equivalent
stress of the heterogeneous model relative to the
homogeneous model was hardly affected by the dif-
ferent material properties.
In this model, the meninges and the blood vessels
were considered to have no mechanical inﬂuence on
the cerebral cortex for the used loading conditions.
Although Jin et al.
20 suggested that the pia-arachnoid
complex can have a mechanical inﬂuence on the brain
tissue during an impact, it is still not clear if it would
affect the inﬂuence due to the gyriﬁcation of the cere-
bral cortex. In a study performed by Ho and Kleiven,
17
it was found that the vasculature of the brain can be
neglected, as far as the mechanical inﬂuences are
concerned in a head model not containing the gyriﬁ-
cation of the cortex.
In order to validate this model, a comparison with
physical experiments is required. However, data of
physical experiments at a typical length scale of this
level is rather limited. Parallel to this study, the results
of physical experiments, in which brain slices have
been accelerated, showed increased equivalent strains
near the sulci.
24 Furthermore, some studies showed
that angular accelerations of the head induce high
stress concentrations in and near the cerebral cor-
tex.
8,15 Another method of validation can be per-
formed by comparing the results of the model to
clinically observed injury. It has been shown that small
cortical infarcts exist in diffuse brain injury at the
bottom of the sulci.
40 This is in accordance with the
locations of the high stress and strain regions in
the cerebral cortex model.
The two loading conditions and the diﬀerent geom-
etries resulted in diﬀerent equivalent stress ﬁelds. The
simulationswithloadingconditionAresultedinalower
mean and maximum equivalent stress compared to the
simulationswithloadingconditionB.However,relative
to the homogeneous model, it was observed that the
equivalentstresswasalmostindependentofthediﬀerent
loading conditions used in this study. The diﬀerences
between theseveralheterogeneousgeometries hadmore
inﬂuence onthe relative mean andmaximum equivalent
stress. The morphologic heterogeneities of the cerebral
cortex led to an increase of the maximum equivalent
stress by a factor of about 1.3–1.9, depending mostly on
the geometry, whereas the relative mean equivalent
stress values of all the geometries were 1.1 and 1.0 for
loading condition A and B, respectively. Furthermore,
the peak maximum principal logarithmic strain was
increased by a factor of about 1.2–1.9 due to the
morphologicheterogeneities of thecerebralcortex. This
is a strong indication that predictions of brain injury
obtained from head models with a homogeneous cere-
brum should be interpreted with care. To obtain a more
accurate assessment of injury, the inﬂuence of the
morphologic heterogeneities in the cerebral cortex
should be accounted for.
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